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Mott transition and antiferromagnetism of cold fermions in the decorated honeycomb lattice
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We investigate two-component ultracold fermions loaded in a decorated honeycomb lattice described by the
Hubbard model with repulsive interactions and nearest-neighbor hopping. The phase transitions are studied by
combining the cellular dynamical mean-field theory with the continuous-time quantum Monte Carlo method.
For weak interactions, the quadratic band crossing point is broken to a linear band crossing point and the system
becomes a semimetal. With increasing interaction, the system undergoes a first-order phase transition to an
antiferromagnetic Mott insulator at low temperatures. Below the critical temperature, due to the charge nematic
fluctuation, a nematic metal forms between the semimetal and the antiferromagnetic Mott insulator. The effects
of lattice anisotropy are also addressed. Furthermore, we discuss how to detect these phases in real experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ultracold atoms in optical lattices are convenient and
powerful systems for quantum simulations of condensed
materials [1–3] in recent years. They have been used to study
the BCS-BEC crossover, quantum magnetism, disorder, and
nonequilibrium dynamics. For example, quantum magnetism
has been simulated by a recent experiment with ultracold
40
K prepared in a mixture of two hyperfine states [4], and
there are experimental signs of a Mott insulator [5,6]. To
simulate those many-body phenomena is very challenging.
Many models, which are important but not well studied in
condensed-matter systems, are used to investigate ultracold
atoms. The Hamiltonian of interacting ultracold atoms on a
lattice can be given by the Hubbard model, which captures
the physics of antiferromagnetism, Mott-insulator transition
[7], and high-temperature superconductivity [8]. In order to
search more exotic quantum phases in various systems, many
different optical lattice geometries are created in cold-atom
experiments, such as the triangle lattice, honeycomb lattice,
and kagome lattice. In a given lattice with the unit cell
consisting of multiple sites, the multiband or sublattices can
cause fundamental problems in characterizing its preferred
electronic many-body phases.
In recent years, many novel phases driven by the correlation
effect have been found in two-dimensional (2D) multiband
fermionic systems with a band crossing point, such as
heavy-fermion behavior [9,10], superconductivity [11], and
spin liquids [12–15]. The interesting phenomena existing in
systems with a linear band crossing point at the Fermi surface
have been widely studied, especially the Hubbard model
in the honeycomb lattice. In these systems, the low-energy
physics can be described by a Dirac fermion [16]. However,
the physical property of a system with a quadratic band
crossing point is still unclear, which can be observed in the
decorated honeycomb lattice [17,18] and checker-board lattice
[19,20]. Usually, quadratic band crossing points are protected
by time-reversal symmetry, C4 or C6 rotational symmetry
in the noninteracting limit. Previous mean-field theory [19]
and functional renormalization-group approach [21] studies
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show that many instabilities driven by the interaction can be
observed in a system with quadratic band crossing points.
These instabilities lead to many symmetry-broken phases,
such as the quantum anomalous Hall phase, the quantum
spin Hall phase, the nematic phase, and the spin nematic
phase.
The decorated honeycomb lattice, which is also known as
the star lattice, is a “cousin” of both the honeycomb lattice
and the kagome lattice. It can be viewed as an “interpolating”
lattice between the honeycomb lattice and the kagome lattice:
if one shrinks the triangles at the vertices of the underlying
honeycomb lattice to their center points, a honeycomb lattice
is recovered, while expanding the triangles until their corners
touch produces a kagome lattice. This structure has been found
in a new polymeric iron(III) acetate [22]. The progress in
experiments and theories on the optical lattice might provide
a promising way to simulate a model. We can trap ultracold
atoms in a decorated honeycomb lattice, the interaction between the trapped atoms is adjusted by the Feshbach resonance,
and the hopping energy can be tuned by the lattice depth.
Various novel phases are expected to be found in these systems,
such as a chiral spin liquid [17] with time-reversal symmetry
spontaneously broken in the Kitaev model, nonmagnetic order
[23] in a spin-1/2 Heisenberg antiferromagnet, topological
phases [18], and interaction-driven topological insulators [24].
Previous studies have mostly been dedicated to the spin
fluctuation of effective spin models on a decorated honeycomb
lattice, which can be found in many synthesized nanomaterials,
such as the triangular organic material κ-BEDT(CN)3 [13],
kagome lattice herbertsmithite [25], and three-dimensional
hyperkagome lattice magnet (Na4 Ir3 O8 ) [26]. However, a
quadratic band crossing point in a noninteracting system has
many instabilities for interactions, leading to many novel
phases. It is desirable to investigate the phase transitions
of interacting fermions in this lattice, including both charge
fluctuation and spin fluctuation.
In this work, we investigate the correlation effects of
two-component fermionic atoms on a decorated honeycomb
lattice by employing the cellular dynamical mean-field theory
[27] combined with the continuous-time quantum Monte Carlo
method [28]. We have obtained phase diagrams of the effect
of the interaction U , lattice anisotropy λ, and temperature
T . The antiferromagnetic insulator (AFI) phase, which is
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indicated by an antiferromagnetic order and a finite charge
gap, is found when the interaction U is larger than the
critical value Uc2 . A semimetal (SM) is found when the
interaction U is smaller than the critical interaction Uc1 , in
which the rotational symmetry is broken. And the nematic
metal (NM) phase, which is induced by the charge nematic
fluctuation [29,30] forming between the AFI and the SM, is
identified by the anisotropic momentum-resolved spectrum.
The NM-phase region can be enlarged by the lattice anisotropy.
At high temperatures, all these phases are destroyed by thermal
fluctuation. These interesting phases can be probed by time-offight images [31], noise correlation [32,33] from time-of-flight
images, Raman spectroscopy [34], Bragg spectroscopy [35],
and other experiments.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the model
Hamiltonian is introduced, and its noninteracting properties
and the cellular dynamical mean-field theory method are
discussed. In Sec. III, we present the main results, including the
Mott phase transition and magnetic properties driven by the
interaction and isotropic hopping. In Sec. IV, the effect of
the anisotropic hopping on the phase transition is discussed. In
Sec. V, we discuss the experimental signatures on the detection
of these novel phases in future cold-atom experiments, while
Sec. VI is dedicated to concluding remarks.
II. THE MODEL AND CELLULAR DYNAMICAL
MEAN-FIELD THEORY

We consider two-component fermions trapped in the decorated honeycomb optical lattice with nearest-neighbor hopping
t on vertex triangles and t  (t  = λt) between triangles shown
in Fig. 1(a). Throughout the paper t = 1 defines the energy
scale. The Hubbard model Hamiltonian can be written as

 †
†
H = −t
ciσ cj σ − t 
ciσ cj σ
ij σ 

−μ


iσ

niσ + U

ij σ →



ni↑ ni↓ ,

(1)

i

+
where ciσ
and ciσ are the creation and the annihilation
+
operators of electrons with spin index σ at site i, niσ = ciσ
ciσ
is the density operator, and  represents the vertex triangle.
U is the on-site repulsion interaction, which can be adjusted
by the Feshach resonance, and μ is the chemical potential.
The Hamiltonian respects SU(2) spin symmetry, time-reversal
symmetry, and C6 lattice rotational symmetry. There are six
sites in each unit cell, with two sublattices, A and B, in
the decorated honeycomb lattice [Fig. 1(a)]. The superlattice
vectors in real space [(green) arrows in Fig. 1(a)] and vectors
in reciprocal space [(red) arrows in Fig. 1(b)] are shown. The
reduced first Brillouin zone is shown in Fig. 1(b), which is
identical to the honeycomb lattice and kagome lattice.
Firstly, we consider the noninteracting case U =
0. By using an orthogonal transformation, the kinetic
term of the Hamiltonian is diagonalized at each k,
and we get a noninteracting energy dispersion with
six bands. The bands are ε1,2,4,5 (k) = − 2t ± ( 49 t 2 + t 2 ±
√
tt  3 + 2 cos k1 + 2 cos√k2 + 2 cos(k1 − k2 ))1/2√and ε3,6 (k) =
t ± t  , where k1 = (2 + 3)kx and k2 = (1 + 12 3)kx + ( 23 +
√
3)ky . For the t  < 32 t case, bands ε3 (k) and ε6 (k) are flat over
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Structure of the decorated honeycomb
lattice. Filled circles denote the A sites; open circles, B sites. The
unit cell contains six sites: a1 , a2 , a3 , b1 , b2 , and b3 . Inside the small
rectangular area [dotted (blue) line] and large rectangular area [dotted
(blue) line] are the 6- and 12-site clusters, respectively, used in our
analysis. Arrows m and n are the real lattice vectors. (b) Reciprocal
space vectors k1 and k2 and first Brillouin zone [shaded (yellow)
hexagon] of the decorated honeycomb lattice. (c) Band structure of
the tight-binding model along the path M--K-M shown in (b). There
are six bands: 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , and 6 . And there are Dirac points at
K and K  (not shown) and the quadratic band crossing point at . (d)
Noninteracting density of states (DOS) of the system at half-filling
f = 1/2. There are four van Hove singularities and two δ peaks.

the whole Brillouin zone. The dispersive bands ε1 (k) and ε2 (k)
[ε4 (k) and ε5 (k)] touch each other at K and K  with a linear
dispersion, leading to Dirac points. However, bands ε3 (k) and
ε4 (k) [ε6 (k) and ε5 (k)] touch each other at  with a quadratic
dispersion, leading to a quadratic band crossing point. For
t  > 32 t, things are a little different. The flat band ε4 (k) and the
dispersive band ε5 (k) touch each other at  with a quadratic
dispersion, leading to a quadratic band crossing point. The six
bands are shown in Fig. 1(c) along the various high symmetry
directions. There are Dirac points at K and K  and a quadratic
band crossing point at the  point. We can also define the
noninteracting density of states (DOS) ρ 0 (ω), including the
chemical potential, as ρ 0 (ω) = (1/N ) k,α 1/(ω + μ − εα (k)),
where εα (k) is the band dispersion in this lattice. Figure
1(d) shows the ρ 0 (ω) at half-filling and t  /t = 1. There is
a δ-function peak at the Fermi surface and four van Hove
singularities.
In this paper, we study the quadratic band crossing point’s
quantities in the Hubbard model for a decorated honeycomb
lattice with filling factor 1/2 and hopping amplitude t  <
3
t first. In order to include nonlocal spatial fluctuations,
2
we use the cellular dynamical mean-field theory (see the
Appendix), which is the cluster extension of the dynamical
mean-field theory. In our analysis, the 6- and 12-site clusters
in Fig. 1(a) are used to set up the cluster Hamiltonian.
Within cellular dynamical mean-field theory, the interacting
lattice Green’s
 function in the Nc -site basis is defined as
G(iωn ) = k [iωn + μ + t(k) − (iωn )]−1 , where Nc is the
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Phase diagram for isotropic hopping (λ =
1.0) Hubbard model on a decorated honeycomb lattice as a function
of U and T . Solid and dashed lines are the results obtained using the
6-site cluster (Nc = 6) and 12-site cluster (Nc = 12), respectively.
There are four phases in the phase diagram: (i) semimetal (SM);
(ii) antiferromagnetic insulator (AFI); (iii) nematic metal (NM);
and (iv) paramagnetic insulator. The critical interaction and critical
temperature of the SM-NM crossover are shown as (Uc1 ,Tc1 ). Critical
points of the phase transition to AFI are shown as (Uc2 ,Tc2 ).

cluster size, ωn = (2n + 1)π T are Matsubara frequencies,
and t(k) is the Fourier-transformed hopping matrix for the
superlattice. (iωn ) represents the self-energy matrix in the
site representation. The dynamical mean-field theory has
contributed substantial theoretical progress in understanding
the Mott transition, but not treating spatial fluctuation. Within
the cellular dynamical mean-field theory, we can treat the
frustration and nonlocal fluctuation more efficiently. Many
works have been done to study the Mott transition and
magnetic properties of various models, such as the full
frustrated Hubbard model with different lattice structures, the
model with relaxation of the frustration [36], and the frustrated
kagome Hubbard model with heavy-fermion behavior [10].
III. FINITE-TEMPERATURE PHASE DIAGRAM
WITH ISOTROPIC HOPPING

The finite-temperature phase diagram of the half-filling
isotropic (t  = t) Hubbard model on a decorated honeycomb
lattice obtained from the analysis using the six-site cluster
is shown in Fig. 2. The results obtained using the 12-site
cluster are also shown to quantitatively show the cluster-size
dependence. At low temperatures, such as T < Tc1 ∼ 0.1,
three phases are formed at different interaction strengths U .
When U < Uc1 ∼ 3.4 at T = 0.05, the system is an SM. In this
phase, the system has two Dirac points which are broken from
the quadratic band crossing point, and the low-energy physics
is described by the Dirac fermion. When U > Uc2 ∼ 5.2 and
T = 0.05, the system undergoes a first-order phase transition
to a Mott insulator phase with antiferromagnetic order. This
is called the AFI phase. A nematic metal (NM) [37] emerges
at intermediate interaction Uc1 < U < Uc2 , where Uc1 and
Uc2 are the critical points of the SM-NM crossover and NM-

FIG. 3. (Color online) Enhancement of on-site self-energies
across the semimetal and nematic metal transition with increasing U .
The imaginary parts of the on-site propagator G11 (iωn ) and on-site
self-energy 11 (iωn ) (inset) are plotted for different values of U when
T = 0.05.

AFI phase transition, respectively. In this region, the system
is metallic, which has an anisotropic momentum-resolved
single-particle spectrum at the Fermi level and shows conventional Fermi-liquid behavior. With increasing temperature,
the nematic order on the metal side and antiferromagnetic
order on the insulator side can be gradually destroyed by the
thermal fluctuation. The critical points (Uc1 ,Tc1 ) and (Uc2 ,Tc2 ),
which indicate the breaking of the nematic order [(green) line
with circles] and antiferromagnetic order phases (black lines
with squares), are calculated. At very high temperatures, such
as T > Tc1 = 0.13, the nematic order and antiferromagnetic
order have both been broken by the thermal fluctuation, and
the system goes from SM crossover to paramagnetic insulator
with increasing interaction. For example, at T = 0.15, the
system are SM when U < 6.2 and paramagnetic insulator
when U > 6.2. In the large, 12-site-cluster case, the properties
of this system do not change, but the phase boundary shifts a
little; for example, in T = 1/20, the phase transition of SM to
NM is at U = 3.2 (U = 3.4 for the 6-site cluster), and the NM
to antiferromagnetic Mott insulator transition is at U = 5.0
(U = 5.2 for the 6-site cluster).
To find more details about the correlation effects in this
model, we calculate the on-site self-energy Im 11 (iωn ) and
propagator ImG11 (iωn ). The imaginary part of the on-site
self-energy Im 11 (iωn ) and propagator ImG11 (iωn ) provides
information about the possible Fermi-liquid or non-Fermiliquid behavior of the system as well as the nature of the
charge gap opening [38,39]. In Fig. 3, we present Im 11 (iωn )
and ImG11 (iωn ) as a function of the Matsubara frequencies for
different values of U at T = 0.05 and λ = 1.0 for a six-site
cluster. When U < Uc2 ∼ 5.2, with decreasing ωn , Im 11 (ωn )
increases while ImG11 (ωn ) decreases, Im 11 (ωn → 0) → 0
and ImG11 (ωn → 0) → const, which is similar to the Dirac
fermion with a decreasing quasiparticle residue Z. For U >
Uc2 ∼ 5.2 the behavior is clearly different; with decreasing
ωn , both Im 11 (ωn ) and ImG11 (ωn ) increase, Im 11 (ωn →
0) → 0 and ImG11 (ωn → 0) → 0, which implies that a gap
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a1, a2) Momentum-resolved spectral
weight A(k,0) at the Fermi level in the first Brillouin zone when
T = 0.05. (a1) Semimetal phase when U = 1.0. Inset: Zoom-in of
the spectral weight A(k,0) around the center of the Brillouin zone. (a2)
Nematic metal phase when U = 4.0. (b1–b3) DOS ρ(ω) at various
interactions when T = 0.05. (b1) The zero density in the Fermi level
at U = 1.0 shows that the system is a semimetal. (b2) A finite density
in the Fermi level at U = 4.0, which indicates that the system stays
in the nematic metal phase. (b3) A charge gap is opened at U = 6.0,
which means that the system is an insulator.

exists near the Fermi level. The local component Im 11 (iωn )
is enhanced with increasing interaction U . It has also been
observed that the local components Im 11 (iωn ) have no
singularities and are proportional to ωn in the low-energy
region. The imaginary part of the self-energy Im 11 (iωn )
approaches 0 as ωn goes to 0 over the entire range of
U . The quasiparticle picture can be used to describe the
electronic states up to relatively large values of U . There are no
non-Fermi-liquid properties in this system. The U dependence
of the quasiparticle DOS at the Fermi level can also be defined
as ρ(0) = 1/π ImG11 (0). For U = 2, 3, 4, there is a finite
DOS at the Fermi level, and the system is metallic. However,
for U = 6,7, the DOS approaches 0 at the Fermi level, and the
system undergoes a phase transition to Mott insulator.
To see the single-particle excitation in the metallic region, we calculate the single-particle spectrum on the Fermi
surface [40]. The momentum-resolved spectral weight at
the Fermi level A(k,ω = 0) in the first Brillouin zone
is investigated for different values of interaction U and
temperature T . A(k,ω = 0) is obtained by A(k,ω = 0) ≈
1 6
− 6π
i=1 limωn →0 ImGii (k,iωn ), where i is the site index
within the chosen cluster. When U = 0, the Fermi surface
A(k,0) is a point at , where the flat band ε3 (k) and the dispersive bands ε4 (k) touch each other with quadratic dispersions.
When the interaction U is weak, such as U < Uc1 ∼ 3.4, the
Fermi surface A(k,0) breaks into two points, which implies
that the system is an SM. Figure 4(a1) shows the Fermi surface

A(k,0) at U = 1.0, T = 0.05. The unstable quadratic band
crossing point in two dimensions split into two Dirac points
very close to point  along any of the K-K  Brillouin-zone
diagonals. This means that the system breaks the C6 rotational
symmetries to C2 spontaneously, which was also found in
Refs. [41] and [42]. When the interaction U > Uc1 , the Fermi
surface A(k,0) is distributed in the first Brillouin zone. It is
not along one of the K and K  Brillouin-zone diagonals. The
Fermi surface A(k,0) becomes anisotropic [see Fig. 4(b2)] at
U = 4.0,T = 0.05. The anisotropic Fermi surface, which has
been studied by means of cellular dynamical mean-field theory
[36,43], indicates that the system becomes an NM.
In the nematic state the orientational symmetry of the
system is spontaneously broken, without breaking of the
translation invariance. A nematic phase can be obtained from a
Pomeranchuk [44] instability generated by forward-scattering
interactions in a normal metal. In the 2D Hubbard model
with a next-nearest-neighbor hopping amplitude on a square
lattice, the Fermi surface nesting is broken [45]. Moreover, a
d-wave pairing instability driven by the antiferromagnetic spin
fluctuations can be found. The pairing instability dominates
over magnetic instabilities in the weak-coupling limit for any
density, and strong forward-scattering interactions develop
which may lead to a Pomeranchuk instability, breaking the
tetragonal symmetry of the Fermi surface. The NM phase is
also formed due to the instabilities of the quantic band crossing
point caused by the interaction, leading to spontaneous
breaking of the rotational symmetry. A system with a quantic
band crossing point somewhere in its 2D Brillouin zone has
already been discussed. In the lattice models of noninteracting
fermions, the quantic band crossing points are protected by
time-reversal symmetry and C6 or C4 rotational symmetry.
The perturbative stability of a quantic band crossing point
was studied for 2D noninteracting systems with C4 symmetry
[20]. For interacting fermions, it was noted that a quantic
band crossing point in two dimensions has instabilities for
arbitrarily weak interactions, leading to spontaneous breaking
of the rotational symmetry (nematic phase) or time-reversal
invariance [19,21]. The decorated honeycomb lattice is a
system with a quantic band crossing point. A nematic state
can be obtained from a Pomeranchuk instability generated by
forward-scattering interactions in a normal metal, in which
spacial rotational invariance C6 is broken spontaneously.
In order to investigate the evolution of the single-particle
spectrum in the phase transition more clearly, we calculate
the local DOS for differentU ’s when T = 0.05. The DOS
6
1
is defined as ρ(ω) = − 6π
i=1 ImGii (ω + iδ), where i is
the site index within the cluster. The DOS can be derived
from the imaginary-time Green’s function G(τ ) using the
maximum entropy method [46]. When U = 1.0, in the SM
region, the DOS is 0 at the Fermi level [see Fig. 4(b1)]. A
similar phenomenon is found in the noninteracting DOS shown
in Fig. 1(d); there are two regions in which the DOS is 0 at
the linear band crossing point. When U = 4.0, corresponding
to the NM, the DOS is finite and a pseudogap forms near
the Fermi level [see Fig. 4(b2)]. The three spectral weight
peaks gradually shift to a higher energy when the interaction
increases. When U = 6.0, in the Mott insulator region, one of
the spectral weight peaks is suppressed by interaction and a
gap is opened near the Fermi energy [Fig. 4(b3)].
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(a)
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Evolution of double occupancy Docc as a
function of U for various T . Solid arrows show the critical points
of SM-NM crossover. And the critical points of the NM-AFI phase
transtion are shown by dashed arrows.

The double occupancy Docc = ∂F /∂U for a six-site cluster
are shown in Fig. 5, where F denotes the free energy. The
double occupancy can be used to find the phase transition order
due to the direct correlation with the free energy. The Docc
 c
as a function of U is obtained by Docc = N1c N
i=1 ni↑ ni↓ ,
where Nc is the site number of the cluster. We find that
Docc decreases smoothly at the critical point USM-NM . In both
phases, the C6 rotational symmetry is broken as discussed
above. It is a crossover from the SM to the NM phase.
However, a discontinuity can be observed near the critical
point UNM-AFI , which signals a first-order phase transition.
In cold-atom experiments, first, the double occupancy can
be used to characterize the metal insulator transition [4];
there is a significant increase in the double occupancy with
atom number in the noninteracting regime, whereas upon
entering the Mott insulating regime the double occupancy is
suppressed. Second, double occupancy is a universal measure
of antiferromagnetic correlations [47]. At low temperatures, a
fermionic gas trapped in an optical lattice, which is half-filled,
can form an antiferromagnetic core at the center. Meanwhile,
the double occupancy can also be enhanced.
In order to investigate the evolution of magnetic order on a
decorated honeycomb lattice,
 we define the antiferromagnetic
order parameter m = N1c i sign(i)(ni↑ − ni↓ ), where i is
the site index [see Fig. 1(a)], and Nc is the site number
of the cluster. sign(i) is defined as sign(i) = 1 for sites
a1 , a3 (b3 ), and b2 and sign(i) = −1 for sites b1 , b3 (a3 ),
and a2 . 
We also define the ferromagnetic order parameter,
m̄ = N1c i sign(i)(ni↑ − ni↓ ), where sign(i) is defined as
sign(i) = 1 for sites a1 , a2 , and a3 and sites b1 , b2 , and b3 .
It is found that the ferromagnetic order parameter is 0 all the
time. Figure 6 shows the evolution of the antiferromagnetic
order parameter m and charge gap E as a function of the
interaction strength U , at λ = 1.0 and temperature T = 0.05
for a six-site cluster. We find an AFI phase when U > 5.2,
in which the magnetic order appears simultaneously with the
charge gap. This means that the magnetic order enhances the

(c)

FIG. 6. (Color online) Evolution of the antiferromagnetic order
parameter m and the single-particle gap E as a function of U
when λ = 1.0 and T = 0.05. Insets: (a) Evolution of m and E as a
function of U at λ = 1.0 and T = 0.2; (b, c) two equivalent antiferromagnetic spin configurations of the antiferromagnetic insulator in
a decorated honeycomb lattice.

localization of electrons on the lattice sites. Two equivalent
spin configurations of the AFI can be seen in insets (b) and
(c) in Fig. 6. This finding is different from previous studies
on a system with a flat band and a quadratic band crossing
point, which favor a Nagaoka ferromagnetic phase [48] and
nematic ferromagnetic. Inset (a) in Fig. 6 shows that there is
no magnetic order when T = 0.2.

IV. THE PHASE DIAGRAM WITH
ANISOTROPIC HOPPING

We now investigate the influence of the lattice anisotropy
λ = t  /t on the phase transitions in the decorated honeycomb
lattice. For λ < 1, the effective hopping amplitudes on vertex
triangles is larger than between vertex triangles, the electrons
are more itinerant in the intra-triangles; for λ > 1, the
effective hopping amplitudes on vertex triangles is smaller
than between vertex triangles, the electrons are more itinerant
in the inter-triangles. To determine the phase transition points
while varying the interaction U for the fixed values of lattice
anisotropy λ, we carefully calculate the momentum-resolved
spectral, on-site self-energy and on-site green function at the
low temperature. When λ = 1, the NM phase is enhanced.
Figure 7 shows the phase diagram in the lattice anisotropy λ
and interaction U plane when temperature T = 0.067, which
is obtained from the analysis using the 6-site cluster and the
12-site cluster. The phase boundary is shifted by the anisotropy
λ. We find that Uc1 = 4.6, Uc2 = 6.6 when λ = 1.2 and Uc1 =
3.8, Uc2 = 5.4 when λ = 0.8 for the 6-site-cluster case. For
the 12-site-cluster case, Uc1 = 4.6, Uc2 = 6.6 when λ = 1.2
and Uc1 = 3.8, Uc2 = 5.4 when λ = 0.8. The region of the
NM phase is enlarged when λ varies. This means that the NM
becomes more stable due to the enhanced anisotropy. This
provides a way to realize such a state in materials and to detect
this phase in cold-atom experiments.
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via noise correlation [32,33] or Bragg spectroscopy [35]
is nontrivial. It is essential to identify fingerprints of the
antiferromagnetic phase that are easily accessible in current
experiments, such as the double occupancy or Fermi surface.
The current experimental limit to the entropy per particle for
a two-component system is S ≈ 0.77kB . The corresponding
temperature scale is T ≈ t, which is still higher than the
antiferromagnetic superexchange energy J [5]. For detecting
antiferromagnetism, we can facilitate Pomeranchuk cooling to
temperatures comparable to the superexchange energy scale.
VI. SUMMARY

FIG. 7. (Color online) Phase diagram of the Hubbard model on
a decorated honeycomb lattice as a function of U and the lattice
anisotropy λ when T = 0.067. Solid and dashed lines are the results
obtained using the 6-site cluster (Nc = 6) and 12-site cluster (Nc =
12), respectively. Leftmost (blue) lines show the phase crossover line
of the semimetal and nematic metal; circles indicate critical points.
Rightmost (black) lines show the phase translation line of the nematic
metal and antiferromagnetic insulator; squares indicate critical points.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SIGNATURES

Besides being of fundamental theoretical interest, these
phases are of broad experimental relevance. The NM, which
is similar to the electronic nematicity observed in iron
pnictide [49,50] and copper oxide [51,52] high-temperature
superconductors, can be found in other strongly correlated
materials and can be probed by angle-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy (ARPES) [53], neutron scattering, and nuclear
magnetic resonance [54]. The AFI phase have been found in
the polymeric iron(III) acetate [22] of the same lattice structure
can be detected using neutron scattering and nuclear magnetic
resonance [54].
In ultracold-atom systems, both the interaction and the
hopping amplitude can be fully controlled by using Feshbach
resonance and changing the lattice depth, respectively. Therefore, this model can be realized and these phases can also be
detected using cold-atom detecting technology, such as timeof-flight images [31], Raman spectroscopy [34], and Bragg
spectroscopy [35]. Using absorption imaging technology,
physical quantities such as the double occupancy and Fermi
surface can be obtained for analysis of the system. And
the double occupancy can be measured using the following
experimental procedure: (1) Rapidly increaseg the depth of the
optical lattice to 30Er to inhibit further tunneling. (2) Shift the
energy of atoms at doubly occupied sites by approaching a Feshbach resonance. Then use a radiofrequency pulse to transfer
one of the spin components to a third, only at doubly occupied
sites. (3) Use the absorption images to obtain the fraction of
transferred atoms, and deduce the double occupancy.
Because of the intrinsic inhomogeneity of atomic clouds,
observables routinely measured in solids, e.g., x-ray or
neutron diffraction, may be hard to access in cold-atom-based
system. The detection of the antiferromagnetic order parameter

In summary, we have derived the phase diagram of correlated two-component fermions on a decorated honeycomb
lattice as a function of the temperature T , interaction U ,
and anisotropy λ. For a weak interaction U < Uc1 (such as
Uc1 = 3.6 for the six-site cluster when T = 0.05), the system
breaks into an SM phase. An NM phase with an anisotropic
momentum-resolved single-particle spectrum at the Fermi
level is found when Uc1 < U < Uc2 (such as Uc1 = 3.6,
Uc2 = 5.2 for the six-site cluster when T = 0.05), above the
SM phase. The NM breaks the C6 symmetry and the phase
region is enlarged when the lattice anisotropy increases. When
U > Uc2 (such as Uc2 = 5.2 for the six-site cluster when
T = 0.05), the system undergoes a first-order phase transition
from the gapless NM to a gapped AFI. The NM and AFI
phases disappear due to the strong thermodynamic fluctuation
at high temperatures (such as T > 0.13 at λ = 1.0 for the
six-site cluster). Our studies provide a helpful step toward
understanding the charge fluctuation and magnetic fluctuation
in the metal-insulator transition, which are of relevance to the
magnetic order phase and charge order phase in multiband
systems with a quadratic band crossing point.
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APPENDIX: METHODS

The cellular dynamical mean-field theory is an extension
of the dynamical mean-field theory, which is able to partially
cure the dynamical mean-field theory’s spatial limitations.
We replace the single-site impurity with an Nc -site cluster
of impurities embedded in a self-consistent bath. Short-ranged
spatial correlations are in this way treated exactly inside the
cluster, and the first momentum dependence of the properties
of the system is recovered. The cluster-impurity problem
embedded in a bath of free fermions can be written in a
quadratic form,
 ∞
 β 
†
Seff =
ciσ G−1
(τ
)c
+
U
dt
ni↑ (τ )ni↓ (τ ),
jσ
ij σ

053627-6

0

ij σ

0

i

(A1)
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where i and j are the coordinates inside the cluster impurity,
and G−1
ij σ is the Weiss field.
Within the cellular dynamical mean-field theory, the interacting lattice Green’s function in the cluster-site basis is given
by

G−1
[iωn + μ − t(k) − σ (iωn )]−1 ,
(A2)
σ (iωn ) =

where ωn = (2n + 1)π T are Matsubara frequencies, μ is
the chemical potential, and t(k) is the Fourier-transformed
hopping matrix for the superlattice. Here, we consider two
kinds of clusters, containing 6 sites and 12 sites, respectively
[Fig. 1(a)]. For the six-site-clusters cas, the hopping matrix
t(k) of the cluster can be written as (k ∈ the reduced Brillouin
zone)

k

⎡

0
t
t
0

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢  −ik·δ(1)
⎣t ∗ e
0

t
0
t
0
0
t  ∗ e−ik·δ(2)

t
t
0
t
0
0

0
0
t
0
t
t

t  ∗ e−ik·δ(3)
0
0
t
0
t

0

⎤

t  ∗ e−ik·δ(4) ⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
0
⎥,
⎥
t
⎥
⎥
t
⎦
0

(A3)

where

√
√
δ(1) = m = (1 + 23 , 32 + 3),
δ(2) = m − n =
√
√
√
√
3 3
3
(−1 − 2 , 2 + 3), δ(3) = −m = (−1 − 2 ,− 32 − 3), and
√
√
δ(4) = m − n = (1 + 23 ,− 32 − 3) are the nearest-neighbor
superlattice vectors.
Given the Green function for the effective medium G−1
σ ,
we compute the cluster Green function Gσ and the cluster
self-energy σ , where G−1
σ are described by
σ , Gσ , and
Nc × Nc matrices. The effective medium G−1
σ is then computed
via the Dyson equation:
−1

1
+ σ (ω). (A4)
G−1
σ (ω) =
ω + μ − t(k) − σ (ω)
k

We iterate the dynamical mean-field theory self-consistent
loop until the convergence of this procedure is achieved within,
at most, 40 iterations.
In each iteration, in order to solve the effective cluster
model and to calculate Gσ and σ , we use the weak-coupling
interaction expansion continuous-time quantum Monte Carlo
method [28]. At low T , the continuous-time quantum Monte
Carlo method has a sign problem for this system even
at half-filling, due to the absence of particle-hole symmetry. We typically use 1.92 × 107 quantum Monte Carlo
sweeps to reach sufficient computational accuracy at low
temperatures.
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